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THE LAW SCHOOL RECORD
April 27, 1992
NOTE: If you would like to have a notice posted in The Law School Record, you must submit your information
either in typed hard copy or by attaching (by pressing F6l a WordPerfect document to an E-mail
message sent to Jane McBride (pROFNET/JMCBRIDE; be sure it is on server PROFNEn in Rm.
310. All notices must include your name and a telephone number where you can be
reached during the day, or a locker number. If applicable, please include the name of your
student organization. All information must be submitted by Wednesday at 5:00 p.m.
FROM DEAN CHAPMAN
Academic Support Program Teaching Assistants
Applications are still being accepted for Academic Support Program Teaching Assistants for 1992-1993.
Teaching Assistants will work closely with three student participants in the Program and will be responsible
for conducting review sessions for a first-year substantive course. Applicants should have excellent grades
and a strong interest in helping other students. Current first-year students are welcome to apply based on
their first semester's grades.
Teaching Assistants register and pay for two hours of credit each semester and receive a salary equal to
the tuition for the two hours of credit. Applications are available in Dean Chapman's office, suite 320, and
should be submitted by May 1. Current first-year students who earn outstanding grades in the Spring
semester may submit an application after receiving their grades on Kentnet and will be considered if
vacancies remain.
Student Organizations
Student organizations should submit a Student Organization Information form listing next year's officers to
ensure current information will appear in the 1992-93 Student Handbook. Forms are available outside the
cafeteria and should be returned to Suite 320.
Scholarship Requirements
The award letter sent to scholarship recipients with renewable scholarships last fall stated that the
scholarship would be renewed if a 3.25 cumulative grade point average was maintained. This is to remind
you that because of the new recommended grade curve that was adopted last semester, you must rank
within the top 25% of your class to maintain your scholarship, irrespective of your grade point average.
Information about the new grading curve and the conversion of grade point average criteria to class rank
was mailed to all students during the winter break. If you have any questions about this policy, see Dean
Chapman in suite 320.
Evaluation Questionnaires
First-year students who did not receive an evaluation questionnaire for their Legal Writing professor before
the class ended for the semester should obtain one from Marlene Pouch in room 823 and submit it to her
when it is completed. Evaluation questionnaires should have been distributed in all other classes by the
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last class session. If you did not receive a questionnaire for a course by the last class, please pick one up




A second section of Professional Responsibility is being offered on Monday and..Wednesday evenings from
6:00 to 7:25 p.m., taught by Prof. Lindgren. The grade will be based on a written paper; there will be no
final exam. The course number is 415-052-02.
If you want to enroll in this section, you must submit a Registration Change form to the Registrar's office.
Students on the waiting list for Prof. Tomes' section of Professional Responsibility will not be automatically
registered for Prof. Lindgren's section.
Tuition Payments
Students attending the 1992 Summer session must pay all past due tuition for the current and prior
semesters by Tuesday, May 26, 1992 or their summer registration will be canceled. Students who are not
able to make the required payments should see Dean Dawn Rupcich in suite 265.
At least 50% of the Summer session tuition is due by May 26. You may pay the entire balance for the
Summer session by May 26 or you must pay at least 50% by May 26 and the balance by June 26. There
is a $10 charge for the two-payment plan. )
Dropping Summer Session Courses
You may drop a Summer session course without tuition charge through May 29, 1992. If you drop a
course from June 1 through 5, you will be charged 50% of tuition. If you drop a course after June 5, you
will be charged 100% of tuition. Please remember that in order to obtain tuition credit, you must officially
withdraw from a course by submitting a signed Registration Change 'form. Discontinuing attendance or
phoning the Registrar are not sufficient to constitute an official withdrawal.
1992 Fall Semester Registration Information
Schedule Changes
The following courses on the 1992 Fall semester schedule have been canceled:
American Legal History, 12:50 MWF
Privacy seminar, Wed, 7:35 p.m.
Securities Regulation, TT, 6:00 p.m.
Students enrolled in these courses should submit a Registration Change form to the Registrar's office to
register for a replacement course.
The Privacy seminar will be offered in the Spring, 1993 semester at a time to be determined. American
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Add-Drop Days: Monday and Tuesday, April 27 and 28
April 27, 1992
(
Students who have registered for the Fall, 1992 semester may change their schedules on Add-Drop Days
which will be held at the following times:
Evening Division students: Monday, April 27, from 5:00 to 6:00 p.m. in room 270
Day Division students: Tuesday, April 28, from 11:45 to 1:45 p.m. in room 285
The Registrar will call students in priority number order. When your number is called, you or a represen-
tative may submit a Registration Change Form to add open courses or courses for which you have been
accepted from the waiting list. You will lose some priority if you or a representative is not present when
your number is called. You may drop courses by submitting a Registration Change form to the Registrar at
any time.
Program Changes After Add-Drop Day
After Add-Drop Day, you may submit a Registration Change Form to add open courses or withdraw from
courses beginning May 1, 1992. Registration Change Forms will be processed in the order received.
Late Registration
Students who have not registered for the Fall, 1992 semester may submit their registration forms to the
Registrar's office beginning May 1, 1992.
Spring, 1993 Schedule Change
Prof. Bart Brown's course on International Human Rights will be offered as a 2-hour seminar instead of a
course in the Spring, 1993 semester at a time to be determined.
SPECIAL NOTICES
Federal, state judges to demonstrate expert medical wltness examination techniques
On Thursday, April 30, from 4:00 - 6:00 p.m. there will be a mock trial involving the direct and cross
examination of an expert witness (a medical examiner) relative to the issue of cause of death in a homicide
case. The program is part of Professor Kling's course in Forensic Sciences, but is open to the whole
school. The participants are: JUDGE: Judge George Marovich, United States District Court, N.D. III.;
PROSECUTOR: Judge Barbara Disko, Circuit Court of Cook County, Criminal Division at 26th and
California; DEFENSE: Judge Earl Strayhorn, Circuit Court of Cook County, 26th and Cal.; WITNESS: Dr.
Robert Kirschner, Deputy Chief Medical Examiner of Cook County. The participants will be open to
questions following their examination.
Legal Writing Questionnaires
Attention Students. Attached to the back of The Record is a brief questionnaire about the legal writing
program. Please fill it out to aid the faculty-student committee reviewing the legal writing program. Thank
you, David Gerber and David Rudstein, co-chairs.
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Exam Schedule
April 27, 1992
A notice of the final exam room assignments and schedule is attached to the back of The Record.
Financial Aid Questions
A Financial Aid Information Session will be held on Wednesday, April 29, at 3:00 in room 270. A
representative from Trans Union Credit Bureau is tentatively scheduled to speak about credit reports and
what they mean. Questions about summer loans, appeals, or any other aspect of financial aid can also be
covered. Bring your questions!
Attention Graduates
The proofs from the April 14th sitting are in room 360. Please see Barbara Clemmer to make your choice
immediately.
Extra announcements are available also.
Law Review Write-On Program
The new editorial board of the Chicago-Kent Law Review has been announced. Please see the Law Review
announcement under Student Organizations for this announcement. Also, the Law Review will conduct
meetings on Tuesday, April 28, at 1:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m, for students interested in participating in the
summer write-on programs. Please see the Law Review announcement under Student Organizations for
this information as well.
Moot Court Summer Candidacy Program
Please see the Moot Court Society announcement under Student Organizations regarding the summer
candidacy program.
Pro Bono Program Proposal
Attached to the back of The Record is a proposal for a volunteer Pro Bono Program that members of the
Students United for the Public Interest (SUPI) hope to have instituted at Chicago-Kent. This proposal
transpired over a period of two years of endless meetings, drafts and revisions. Please e-mail any
comments or questions that you may have to Brian Kalata (BKALATA), Michelle Weinberg (MWEINBER) or
Nancy Gerrity (AGERRITY).
Speakers and Panels
April 28, Professor Eglit will discuss the issue of the Right to Life and the Right to Die, the room and time
TBA.
April 29, 5:00 p.m. to 6:30 p.m., Faculty First Amendment Rights and Academic Freedom Panel consisting
of Geoffrey Stone, Dean of the University of Chicago Law School, and Gerald Graff, English professor at
the University of Chicago and member of Teachers for a Democratic Culture.
Kent Follies and Silent Auction!!!
(
\
On May 1, at 5:30 p.rn., the Kent Justice Foundation will present the first annual Talent Show and Auction C·\.J
Night Celebration. So far, we have a number of gift certificates to stores and restaurants in the area, and .
original art, a gift basket, Paul Simon's bow tie and an autographed copy of his book, theatre tickets, and
more. From the professors: lunches with Professors Stewart, Gerber and Dean Matasar (also accompanied
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by a distinguished alum); a White Sox game with Rudstein; a trip to the bookstore for study aids with
Corre and Lien; gourmet dinner for four cooked by Malin; and a tour of the land use development of
Chicago, with Tarlock and Bosselman; Prof. Ralph Brill has agreed to auction off the opportunity to throw a
pie in his face! Also, a copy of Professor Nahmod's new book. We await many more fun and fancy
auction ideas!!! Food and drink will be served, all for a low, low admission price of $3.00. Many thanks
to all who have already donated to the Kent Justice Foundation.
Barcelona Update from Linda Mastandrea
First off, I'd like to thank everyone who attended and/or supported my Stress Management Workshop
fundraiser last month--sorry my thanks are late, but they are still just as sincere!
Special thanks go to Tim Caruso of Oak Park Physical Therapy, who presented the workshop, and donated
the proceeds to my fundraising campaign for the Paralympics in Barcelona, and also to North Shore
Vending, who donated the refreshments for the event.
Finally, I'd like to let everyone know that their support is paying off! My track and road racing season is
underway, with some pretty positive results. In Windsor, Canada, the last weekend in March, I placed first
in my heats of the 60, 200, 400, and 800 meter races, running personal bests in the 400 and 800.
April 6, I and other members of the Rehab Institute of Chicago Lightning wheelchair track team competed
in "The Race that's Good for Life" a 5k road race in Oak Park. I took first in the women's wheelchair
division ahead of my two teammates, and ran a personal best, finishing in 20:23.
I competed in Dallas, Texas April 11 and 12 in the 100, 200, 400, 800 and 1500 meter races. The 100
and 400 meter races are the two events I am aiming for in Barcelona. I needed to beat a 24.03 in the 100
meter and 1:40.00 in the 400 meter. My time in the 100 meter was a 23.50 and in the 400 it was
1:28.30. These times moved me into first rank in the country in my disability class.
On April 15, the final U.S. Team announcements came out. I was ranked number 1 in my disability class.
For those of you who still would like to contribute to my fundraising campaign, tax-deductible contributions
can be sent to Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago, Virginia Wadsworth Wirtz Sports Program, 345 E.
Superior, Chicago, IL. Be sure to specify that your donation is for Linda Mastandrea.
Would like to thank everyone who has shown his or her support and- kept up with my training.
THANKS AGAIN FOR YOUR SUPPORT!
Presidental Towers Social
Presidental Towers is hosting a "Spring Social" for Chicago-Kent students who are interested in living at
Presidential Towers and perhaps taking advantage of the special offers Presidential Towers has extended
to Chicago-Kent Students. Please see the Apring Social announcement attached to the back of The
Record.
FACULTV NEWS
Professor Philip Hablutzel has been awarded a Fulbright lecture/research grant as a senior professor at the
University of Mainz, Germany for the spring and summer of 1993. His research project concerns the
German banking and securities systems, including underwriting and brokerage. He will teach U.S. banking
and securities systems law to advanced German law students at University of Mainz. *
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Professor Linda Hirshman has been invited to teach at Cornell for the entire 1992-1993 school year, but
has accepted only for the fall semester due to her commitment to complete here Ph.D. work in philosophy.
She will teach Evidence and Civil Procedure at Cornell and also conduct a faculty workshop on virtue
ethics and the law. Virtue ethics is the topic of her Ph.D. dissertation.·
Professor Richard Wright was interviewed on public radio station WBEZ on Tuesday evening, April 21st,
regarding liability issues arising from the Chicago coal tunnel flooding. Professor Wright and Professor
Ralph Brill have also provided similar legal analysis regarding flood liability issues to Reuters News Service,
The Washington Post, the suburban Daily Herald, WXRT Radio, The Hammond Times, and the Chicago
Daily Law Bulletin. Professor Wright was invited to appear on WTTW Channel 11's Chicago Tonight April
22 to provide commentary on the liability issues but could not appear due to a schedule conflict.
Professor Steven Heyman's article, The First Duty of Government: Protection, Liberty and the Fourteenth
Amendment, was recently published in the December 1991 issue of the Duke Law Journal. The article
criticizes the Supreme Court's decision in DeShaney v. Winnebago County Department of Social Services
(1989), which held that states have no duty under the Federal Constitution to protect their citizens against
private violence.
Professor Randy Barnett discussed his forthcoming Virginia Law Review article, "The Sound of Silence:
Default Rules and Contractual Consent," at a faculty workshop at Emory University School of Law.
• Editor's note: That's two Fulbrights for Chicago-Kent faculty this year (the other recently awarded
to Professor Anita Bernstein under Fulbright's new European Community Affairs Research Program
for the 1992-1993 academic year), and two invitations extended to Chicago-Kent faculty to serve
as visiting professors at prestigious (almost as prestigious as Chicago-Kent itself!) law schools (the




Professor Mary Jean Dolan is looking for a research assistant for this summer. One project involves the
Education of the Handicapped Act and the Establishment Clause. Anyone with expertise in the EHA or
special education would be particularly helpful. The other is more general research in the family law area.
Interested students please submit a resume. (Room 757, ext. 5290)
Professor Sheldon Nahmod is looking for research assistants for the summer. He is seeking two research
assistants to work with him this summer in the area of civil rights and constitutional law, 6 to 8 hours
weekly required. Students who are going into their second year in the fall are eligible to apply. Payor
independent research credit is available. Please submit your resumes to his office (735) or to Bill Morse on
the 7th Floor Southwest. Students who plan to litigate in federal court or who hope to clerk for a federal
judge are especially encouraged to apply.
Professor Richard Wright is seeking one or more students to assist him in research during the summer and
fall. The research will be on principles of liability -- primarily tort liability but also related criminal liability
issues. The research topics include theoretical analysis of the moral foundations of liability, doctrinal
analysis of the principles actually applied by the courts (including comparative and historical research), and
empirical analysis of the actual operation of the liability systems. Any student may apply, although
preference will be given to students from Professor Wright's Torts and Justice courses. Interested
students should submit a resume to Professor Wright (room 737) or Bill Morse (outside room 745). Please
note on the resume the average number of hours per week you would be available during the summer.
Professor Gary Laser is seeking two research assistants for the summer semester to work in the area of
Civil Procedure and/or Clinical Education. A commitment of no less than 10 hours per week is required.
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Payor independent research credit is available. Students who are interested may contact Professor Laser
in his office, Room 631 or call 906-5050.
Professor Martin Malin is seeking a research assistant to work for him this summer and possibly continue
during the school year. The research assistant will work on a variety of labor and employment law issues,
some of which will intersect with issues in jurisprudence. Preference will be given to students interested in
labor and employment law, who have had one or more courses in labor or employment law, who performed
well in legal writing, or who performed well in Justice. Interested students should submit a resume and
writing sample to Professor Malin in Room 843 or by placing it in his mailbox.
CAREER SERVICES NEWS
Registration for the 1992 Minnesota Minority Recruitment Conference
Chicago-Kent minority students are invited to participate in the 1992 Minnesota Minority Recruitment
Conference to be held September 18 and 19 at Hamline School of Law in St. Paul, Minnesota.
Approximately thirty Minnesota law firms, corporations, state agencies, and more than sixty law schools
from around the country are expected to participate in the conference.
Students may receive up to three interviews at the conference, depending on the employers' hiring criteria
and each candidate's preference selections. Interviews will be assigned randomly by a computer.
If you are interested in attending the conference, here's what you need to do:
1) Register on the sign up sheet in the Career Services Office--do this immediately!
2) Fill out the registration form for Chicago-Kent students--do this immediately!
3) When you register, pick up a packet with detailed information about the conference.
The packet contains information about how to research the employers participating
in the conference. It also contains an Interview Rankings Form on which you
preference the employers with whom you would like to interview.
4) Return your preference form, along with thirty copies of your resume, to the Career
Services Office by 5:00 p.m. on Monday, June 15th!
5) No registrations or preference forms will be accepted after the June 15th deadline!
A Note to Graduating Students from Lisa Abrams
It's been a pleasure to work with you this year. You have faced one of the most difficult job markets in
years. If you have secured employment, congratulations! If you are still seeking a job, keep up your
efforts. We are anxious to work with you as you continue your search. You may want to make an
appointment to discuss search strategies and talk about ways to penetrate the hidden job market.
In a tight job market, your fellow graduates and prospective students are especially concerned about
statistics. How long is it taking people to find work? What kinds of jobs are people finding? What are the
salary levels? It's impossible for me to answer these questions without your help. So as soon as you find
a position, please let me know! Call me at 312/906-5200 or stop by to share the good news.
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Are You a Graduating Student Seeking Employment?
April 27, 1992
There are still a number of graduating students seeking employment who haven't yet submitted their
resumes to the Career Services Office.
Please remind your third year friends to submit twelve copies of their resume to the Career Services Office!
Before You Leave for the Summer, Make Sure You've Picked Up the Preliminary
Information Packet for the Fall 1992 On-Campus Interviewing Program!
First and second year students interested in participating in the Fall 1992 On-Campus Interviewing Program
should pick up an informational packet on the handout table outside of the Career Services Office. (Pick
up only one copy, please!)
The informational packet will provide preliminary information about the on-campus program and how it
works. It will also outline important dates and deadlines for those participating in the program. Be sure to
read the packet carefully and to note all the deadline dates on your calendar!!
A special note to second year students: many procedures have changed since the fall '91 program, so be
sure to pick up a packet to learn about the new procedures.
Skadden Public Interest Fellowships
The law firm of Skadden Arps Slate Meagher & Flom established the Skadden Fellowships in 1988. The
Fellowship Program will award twenty-five Fellowships to graduating law students and outgoing judicial
clerks. The Fellows will provide civil legal services to the poor.
(
Grants are made to the public interest organizations chosen by the Fellows. Thus applicants must secure a '.
potential position with a sponsoring public interest organization before applying for a Fellowship.
Further information is available in Handout #72 in the Career Services Office. The application deadline is
October 12, 1992.
Superior Court of Massachusetts Accepting Applications, for Judicial Law Clerks
The Superior Court of Massachusetts is seeking law clerks to serve its justices. The law clerks will serve a
one year term from September 1, 1993 to August 31, 1994. The application deadline is September 25,
1992. Further information is available in Handout #70 in the Career Services Office.
Licensing Executives Society Fellowships Program
The Licensing Executives Society announces the Licensing Executives Society Fellowships Program. Each
academic year, up to four LES Fellowships are awarded, in an amount of $5,000. Selections will be based
on the significance of an applicant's proposed project, including its pertinence to licensing (and other
transfer of technology and intellectual property rights)
and to the Fellow's projected career.
Further information about the fellowships is available in Handout #71 in the Career Services Office.. The
application deadline is September 29, 1992.
u
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Mexican-American Lawyer's Scholarship Fund Fellowship Program
April 27, 1992
The Mexican-American Lawyer's Scholarship Fund sponsors a fellowship program for the purpose of
exposing Hispanic Law students to alternative career opportunities in the legal profession.
The fellowship enables the recipient to work during the summer with a public interest law firm and/or
community legal group committed to improving the quality of the legal representation for the Chicago
Hispanic community.
Detailed information and an application is available in Handout #73 in the Career Services Office. The
application deadline is May 5, 1992.
If You are Looking for an Apartment for the Summer, Consult the NALP Apartment
Exchange Book
If you plan to work outside of Chicago this summer and you are seeking housing, take a look through the
NALP Apartment Exchange Book, available in the Career Services Office. The book contains apartment
listings from law students throughout the country.
"Success Strategies for a Tough Economy": A Career Conference Sponsored by Women
Employed
On Saturday, May 2, 1992, Women Employed is sponsoring a Career Conference at the Congress Hotel.
Women Employed is a large membership organization of working women that provides career development
programs for women and represents women on employment related issues.
The conference theme is n Success Strategies for a Tough Economy. n Speakers include U.S. Senate
candidate Carol Moseley Braun and Chicago Tribune columnist Carol Kleiman. Breakout sessions include
networking strategies, career transition, getting motivated for the job search, and interviewing techniques.
The conference will also offer an opportunity for networking.
Brochures concerning the conference are located on the table outside the Career Services Office.
AVAILABLE SCHOLARSHIPS
National Bar Association Scholarships
The National Bar Association (NBA) will be awarding scholarships to African-American law students at the
NBA Convention in St. Louis, Missouri, on July 31, 1992.
These scholarships will be for the 1992-93 academic year and the amount will be based on available
funds. The applicants should be entering their second- or third-year of law school in the Fall of 1992.
Students wishing to be considered for this scholarship must submit a personal essay describing their need
for financial assistance. This essay should be mailed to Connye Y. Harper, 17388 Oak Drive, Detroit, MI
48221, and must be received no later than June 1, 1992. One scholarship will be awarded for each of the
twelve regions of the NBA.
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Kane County Bar Association Scholarship
April 27, 1992
The Kane County Bar Association, located in Geneva, Illinois, will be awarding a scholarship of $2,000.00
toward the tuition of a qualified law student who resides, or whose parents reside, in Kane County. This
scholarship, applied toward the 1992-93 academic year tuition, will be awarded on the basis of academic
ability, financial need and character D Children and spouses of the Kane County Bar Association members
are not eligible for the scholarship.
Students wishing to be considered for this scholarship should submit an application by May 1, 1992, to
the Kane County Bar Association. Interested students can obtain an application by calling or writing Carol
S. Larson, Executive Director, Kane County Bar Association, 128 James Street, P.O. Box 571, Geneva,
Illinois, 60134, (708) 232-6416.
Polish Women's Civic Club, Inc. Scholarships
The Polish Women's Civic Club, Inc. is a philanthropic organization of American women of Polish descent
interested in discovering the richness of their Polish heritage andsharinq it with others.
Realizing that education is the main tool for deepening a culture and advancing a people, the Club supports
educational activities and the personal efforts of Polish American students, male and female, through
financial scholarships.
All applicants must meet the following criteria:
1) Must ·be a United States citizen
2) Must have one parent of some Polish heritage
3) Must be enrolled as a full-time student
4) Must exhibit definite financial need
5) Must have acceptable grades
Students wishing to be considered for this scholarship should write to the following address to obtain an
application (be sure to include a self-addressed stamped envelope along with your application request):
Maria Ciesla and Rosemary Bellion, Co-Chairs, Education Committee, P.O. Box 46151, Chicago, Illinois
60646. The application deadline date is Tuesday, June 30, 1992.
Chicago Intercollegiate Council Scholarships
The Chicago Intercollegiate Council, an organization of Polish-American collegians and alumni, wishes to
announce the availability of several $1,000.00 plus scholarships to students of the Chicagoland area. This
Education and Scholarship Fund has been established from proceeds of the Chicago Intercollegiate Council
Annual University Ball which has awarded more than $187,000 over the last several years to deserving
Polish-American students.
Applicants for the Chicago Intercollegiate Council scholarships must meet the following qualifications:
1) Be of Polish ancestry
2) Have a good scholastic record
3) Exhibit financial need
Equal weight will be given to academic standing, leadership abilities, financial need and Polish-American
involvement. The deadline for filing completed applications is June 30, 1992. You must include a $5.00
processing fee when submitting your application or your application will not be considered.
( \
\ )
L\)Students wishing to be considered for these scholarships need to request an application in writing from:
Chicago Intercollegiate Council, Education and Scholarship Committee, c/o Richard Owsiany, Chairman,
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Please note the virus alert attached to the back of The Record.
CALI/LEAP - Law School Conference June 5-6
On June 5-6, 1992, CALI will sponsor the second annual Conference for Law School Computing
Professionals. Representatives from law schools nationwide will convene at Chicago-Kent to learn more
about new building technology, student and faculty computer networks, software solutions for legal
education, and managing technology to support law faculty and students. The leading information retrieval
and casebook publishing companies, as well as other legal software and hardware vendors, will be here to
offer workshops and demonstrations.
CALI/LEAP invites Chicago-Kent student to lead tours, demonstrate software, or help with scheduled social
events (our treat). Please contact Joleen Willis, LEAP Director, at extension 5308, or e-mail JWILLIS on
Profnet.
2nd International Conference on Substantive Technology
From July 30-August 1, 1992,·Chicago-Kent will sponsor the Second International Conference on
Substantive Technology in the Law School. Selected scholars and teachers from around the world will
gather to discuss the utilization, study and teaching of information science and technology in the law
schools. These international delegates will meet formally and informally at Chicago-Kent, sharing ideas
about projects, using the Chicago-Kent facilities and technology, and exploring emerging ideas such as
electronic publishing and multimedia systems combining graphics, audio and visual components.
Students interested in participating in this conference to meet and welcome these international scholars
and teachers, please contact Rosemary Shiels, Law and Computer Fellow, at extension 5309, or e-mail
RSHIELS on ProfNet.
Westlaw Assistance
Westlaw research assistance is available Monday through Saturday in Rm. 700. Times are posted in the
labs. For passwords or additional help, please e-mail Mary Harris (MHARRIS), Todd Miller (TMILLER) or
Elaine Wisnosky (EWISNOSK).
WESTLAW password - Summer Access
WESTLAW passwords may be used during the summer if used soley for educational purposes directly
related to law school. Accepted reasons for summer access include: enrollment in summer classes, law
review staff, law clinic students, projects for professors, research assistants, moot court members, and
students who are planning to write on to moot court or law review. WESTLAW password summer
extension agreements are available in lab 700 and MUST be completed by May 15th. If you have any
questions please contact Todd Miller (TMiller), Mary Harris (MHarris) or Elaine Wisnosky (EWisnosk).
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Lexis Representatives
April 27, 1992
The LEXIS representatives are Thomas Glasgow and Jon Stetkis. Thomas Glasgow hours are as follows:
Monday 10:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m, and 3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Tuesday 11 :30 a.m.- 1:30 p.m. and 3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m,
Wednesday 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m,
Thursday 8:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.rn, and 3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.rn,
Friday 8:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. and 1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m,
Jon Stetkis hours are as follows:
Monday 6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Tuesday 5:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Thursday 6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Appointments may also be arranged via E-mail. LEXIS Tip: If you are tired of using the bluebook to check
your cites and are looking for an easier and faster way to check them, see or E-Mail TGLASGOW or
JSTETKIS.
STUDENT WRITING CONTESTS
Federation of Insurance and Corporate Counsel Student Essay Contest
Deadline: May 1, 1992
The Planning & Law Division of the APA is pleased to announce its ninth annual R. Marlin Smith Student
Writing Competition. The competition will award two first prizes of $500 for the best paper written by a
law student and by a planning student on a question of significance in planning, planning law, land use law (
or environmental law. The competition is open to law students at ABA accredited law school and planning
students at schools listed in the Guide to Graduate Education in Urban and Regional Planning (ACSP 1990)
who are enrolled in or who will complete a program of study leading to the J.D., LL.B..Masters or Ph.D.
degree during the 1991-1992 academic year.
Deadline: May 19, 1992
The National Center for Preventive Law presents the Preventive Law Prize Awards: $1000 each for a
written work by a law student, a written work by an attorney or other person, and a project in Preventive
Law by a bar association, educational institution, legal service organization or other group. Entries may
also be published in the Preventive Law Reporter.
Deadline: May 31, 1992
The Computer Law Association presents the 1992 Bigelow-Freed Computer Law Essay Contest. A $1250
prize, assistance in submitting for publication, one year's membership, and the opportunity to present at
their Fall 1992 Meeting is the award offered a paper by a current second- or third-year law student on a
computer law-related topic.
Deadline: June 1, 1992
The Los Angeles County Bar Association is sponsoring the Sixth Annual Entertainment Law Writing
Competition. Publication, various gift certificates, and three prizes of up to $1000 will be awarded to the
best papers by second and third year law students on any area of entertainment law.
Deadline: June 1, 1992
The National Association of College and University Attorneys presents The Donald L. Reidhaar Writing
Competition. A $1000 prize and publication in the Journal of College and University Law will be awarded / '\
to/for the best article by a law student on a topic relating to legal issues in higher education. ~_~)
Deadline: June 1, 1992
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H. Thomas Austern Writing Awards and Scholarship Awards Competitions (FDLI)
Deadline: June 12, 1992
ASCAP announces the 54th Annual Nathan Burkan Memorial Competition--1992
Deadline: June 15, 1992
April 27, 1992
The American Judges Association (AJA) announces its annual essay competition open to all full-time law
students (day or evening). $1,000; $500; and $250 prizes will be awarded. The winners and their law
schools will be presented an ward certificate.
Deadline: June 30, 1992
The American Bar Association Standing Committee on World Order Under Law announces the 1992
Brunco Bitker Essay Contest. Any member of the ABA and students at ABA-accredited law school are
eligible. $1,000 and $500 prizes will be awarded. The 1992 topic: "Approaches to the Limitation of
international Transfers of Conventional Arms."
Deadline: July 24, 1992
The American Intellectual Property Law Association (AIPLA) is proud to announce the Robert C. Watson
award for 1992. Two thousand dollars ($2,000) will be awarded to the author of the best article on a
subject relating to the protection of intellectual property (trademarks, patents or copyrights) written or
published between August 1,1991 and July 31,1992. To be eligible the author must be a full time law
student (day or evening). Deadline: July 31, 1992.
John Marshall Law School Center for Informatics Law Computer Law Writing Competition. Any topic is
acceptable as long as it addresses the legal or regulatory implications of a global computer industry. The
five best papers will be awarded national honors, plus an honorarium of $250 (1st place), $150 (2nd),
$100 (3rd) and $50 (4th and 5th). All papers will be reviewed for possible publication in either the
Computer/Law Journal or the Software Law Journal. The winner will receive an all-expense paid trip to
present his or her paper at the World Computer Law Conference in April, 1993 in New Port Beach.
Deadline: October 1, 1992
The Harvard Journal of Law & Public Policy is sponsoring their annual Institute for Humane Studies-Steven
J. Eberhard Writing Competition. $1000 will be awarded to the student author of the Comment that best
analyzes a case or legal topic of interest to conservatives or libertarians. The winning submission will be
included in the Journal.
Deadline: October 15, 1992
The Brand Names Education Foundation Ladas Memorial Award presented to the paper judged best on the
subject of trademark law or a matter that directly relates to or affects trademarks. The award is
recognized by a $4,000 cash prize, financial support up to $1,000 for the recipient's attendance at an
education program sponsored by the Brand Names Education Foundation or the United States Trademark
Association and a set of Dr. Ladas' three-volume treatise on trademarks, patents and related rights. The
selected paper generally will be published in The Trademark Reporter.
Deadline: December 31, 1992
The ABA Forum on the Construction Industry is offering a prize of $1,500, publication in The Construction
Lawyer, and an invitation to the Forum's annual meeting. All this to the author of the best paper on any
topic relating to construction industry law. Second prize is $750.
Deadline: December 31, 1992
For more information on these student writing contests, please contact Pat Rogers in Rm. 320d, ext.
5133.
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In observance of Asian American Heritage Month, May, 1992, AALSA would like to announce the
following:
Anti-Asian Violence and Anti-Asian Sentiments Forum, May 7, 1992, 6:30 p.m, - 8:30 p.m., North Park
College Chapel, 3225 W. Foster Avenue (5200 N & Kedzie); Speaker: Mr. Nakagawa, President of
Japanese American Citizens League; Moderator: Joanie Lum, Channel 9 reporter; parking available at
southeast corner of Foster and Kedzie.
"Forging Unity Against Racism" Forum, May 15, 1992, 7:30 p.rn., First Baptist Congregational Church,
1613 W. Washington (near Ashland), Keynote Speaker: Dr. Manning Marable, Prof. of Political Science,
History and Sociology at Center For Studies of Ethnicity and Race in America at University of Colorado,
Boulder. Dr. Marable is the author of eight books, including The Crisis of Color and Democracy (1991),
and is an advisor to members of the Congressional Black Caucus and other political organizations. Panel
will include perspectives from: Cheryl Harris, Assistant Professor at Chicago Kent College of Law and co-
chair of National Conference of Black Lawyers; Faith Smith, President of Native American Educational
Services College; William Yoshino, MidWest Director, Japanese American Citizens League; and Rev. Jorge
Morales of San Lucas Church in Humboldt Park. Sponsored by Clergy and Laity Concerned (CALC). For
more information, call (312) 899-1800.
Decalogue Society
Our last meeting will be held Tuesday, April 28, at 11:45 a.m. We will be voting and electing officers for
next year. Anyone interested in running for office should speak to Mark Brown or Judy Amsel. Room for
the meeting TBA.
The final Jewish studies lecture of the semester will take place this ,Wednesday, April 29, at 3:00 p.rn, in
Rm. 345. Professor Jacob Corre will be speaking on "Jewish Law in American Courts: Some Real and
Imaginary Problems.II It promises to be interesting and all are invited to attend.
Immigration Law Club
The Immigration Law Club is working toward the creation of an immigration division in the Law Offices.
We need to show ample student interest in such a division. To do that we're compiling a list of current
students who are interested. Even if you think that the division won't start in time for you to participate,
we still need you on the list if you would have wanted to participate in an immigration division of Law
Offices. Please E-mail Susan Tierney if you would like to be on the list.
We'd also like to know how many students would be interested in having a political asylum and refugee
law course offered at Chicago-Kent. Please E-mail Susan Tierney if you would be interested in taking such
a course. Indicate if you would like the course offered in a seminar-type format or as an exam-type
course.
International Food Fest
The 1992 First Annual Chicago-Kent International Food FestIval was a great success! A thank you is
extended to everyone who participated by helping set up, bringing food, manning the tables and also to
those who came out and enjoyed the food!
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.. \. Special thanks go to: AALSA - Eric Brodie, Jennifer Chan, Emmylou Medina and Sang Oh; Deutsch Klub -
Tom Glasgow, Shawn Magee, Nancy Berte and Klaus Kettlack; Brehon Society - Karen Callahan, Molly
Wood, Cathy Wilson and Lisa Callahan; HLSA - Jennifer Correa, Anna Hollingsworth, Michael Gonzalez and
Abelardo Cordova; Hellenic Society - Dean Papadakis, Irene Gasparis, Jim Dalmares and Diane Dallianis;
Decalogue Society - Mark Brown and Judy Amsel; Kent Justice Foundation - Michelle Weinberg; Justinian
Society - Lisa Turano and Michelle Pantone; also Janet Keim from Chicago-Kent's Administrative Staff for
her help in planning the event.
Next year's event will be even bigger and better!
Law Review
The Law Review will conduct meetings on Tuesday, April 28, 1992 at 1:00 p.m. in Rm. 165 and 5:00
p.m. in Rm. C50 for students interested in participating in the summer write-on program. The purpose of
the meetings will be to answer questions regarding the program; the actual program topic and information
materials will be available at a later date. Students with a cumulative GPA of at least 3.00 who have
completed their first year in the Day division or their second year in the Evening division are eligible to .
participate in the Law Review write-on program. Refer to Chicago-Kent Student Handbook Section 1.12
for additional eligibility information.




















- Executive Articles Editor, Survey Editor
- Executive Articles Editor
- Executive Articles Editor
- Executive Articles Editor
- Executive Articles Editor
- Notes and Comments Editor
- Notes and Comments Editor
- Notes and Comments Editor
- Notes and Comments Editor
- Notes and Comments Editor
- Notes and Comments Editor
- Notes and Comments Editor
- Notes and Comments Editor
All students who might be interested in participating in the summer candidacy program should sign the
sheet outside the Moot Court office. Please leave your name and address and information will be
distributed AFTER the Law Review comment is due, usually in early July.
National Lawyers Guild
Mark you calendar for April 28th, when Professor Eglit will discuss the issue of the Right to Life and the
Right to Die. Room and time announcements will be made in the next Record.
The Guild is sponsoring a panel discussion regarding Faculty First Amendment Rights and Academic
Freedom. Professor Sheldon Nahmod will moderate the discussion, which features panelists Geoffrey
Stone, Dean of the University of Chicago Law School, and Gerald Graff, University of.Chicago English
Professor and member of Teachers for a Democratic Culture. The event will be held in April 29, Room C20
from 5:00 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
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Also on April 29, the National Lawyers Guild is conducting a jewelry sale, "Jewelry From Around the
World," featuring wood jewelry from Costa Rica; animal jewelry from the Philippines; clothes, accessories
and jewelry from Guatemala; sterling silver and marcasite jewelry from Bangkok; zulu beaded jewelry;
ceramic jewelry from Greece; dried flower earrings from Israel; exotic jackets from Indonesia. All proceeds
go to fund "Citizens' Action for Justice," a non-profit organization whose purpose is to assist those who











































Carmen in the Spakateria
The guy who caught the rats
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Note: In addition to our congratulations to everyone, please remember that there will be a meeting for our
new officers and representatives this Friday. Check e-mail or the SBA bulletin board for the time and
location.
Women In Law
On April 28 Women in Law is having a bake sale. Stop by the cafeteria and treat yourself to a yummy
goodie or two.
MAY 6 from 5-7 pm is the THIRD FLOOR BATHROOM DEDICATIONI Come and join Women in Law and
Kent alumnae for a celebration of the everyday rebellions that join women together. There will be a short
dedication ceremony with artwork by the creator of the "Sylvia" comic strip. Then join in the celebration
with beverage, finger foods and great conversation. All are invited to attend this event. If anyone is
interested in helping with the reception, please contact ANOTATIO or SMEYER.
On April 27 at the Congress Hotel, 520 S. Michigan, there will be a discussion of reproductive rights.
There is a $5 fee, call the ACLU at (312) 427-7330 to reserve in advance. Contact DBIELEMA for more
info. Colleen K. Connell of the ACLU and Carol Mosley Braun will attend. Both will discuss the Planned
Parenthood v. Casey arguments which will be followed by a discussion on the political implications of
choice. What do the experts predict will be the outcome of Casey? How will the decision affect your
reproductive freedom? The event is hosted by the American Civil Liberties Union of Illinois.
17
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V I R U S ALERT!!
April 27, 1992
- Attention all students:
There has been a recent outbreak of a virus on the computers at Kent. This
virus may be on your disks, and you may be re-infecting computers at Kent
with those disks!!
This virus destroys data! Read and follow these instructions carefully!
181 Kentnet will scan your disks when you login
When you login to the network, Kentnet will offer to scan your disks right then and
there. To protect your data and the computers at Kent, you should allow Kentnet
to scan all of the disks you have with you.
181 Checking your floppy disks after logging in:
Since re-infection of Kentnet computers can occur easily from virus-infected floppy
disks, you should check all of your disks to determine whether or not they are
carrying the virus. This menu choice is also under "Virus Protection Software" on
the "Kentnet Services" menu.
® If your diskette has a virus:
Bring it to someone in the computer center immediately; we'll see if we can
salvage your data from the diskette.
)
181 Check your home computer!
To insure that your home computer has not been infected, you should download
the virus scanning software from Kentnet. To find this menu selection, choose
"Kentnet Services" from the main menu, then choose "Virus Protection Software".
Use the menu selection for making a bootable disk to use on your home computer.
You will need a blank disk for this purpose; any data on the disk you insert will be
destroyed.
The disk that you use for virus scanning should be write protected as soon as you
remove it from the computer.' At home, you will .need to boot your computer
with the diskette that you prepared at Kent. To do this, you should start with the
power OFF. Insert the disk into drive A: of your computer, then turn the power
on. Your computer should not produce the same menu or startup screen that you
are accustomed to seeing, since it's reading startup information from the floppy
disk instead of the hard drive inside your computer.
Douglas F. Wachob, Network Administrator
/ \
1 WRITE-PROTECTING A DISKETTE: To write-protect a 3-1/2" diskette, just slide the plastic tab to the open position; ~)
this tab is in the lower right-hand corner of the diskette as you look at the BACK of the disk. To write-protect a 5-1/4"
diskette, you need to place a write-protect tab over the cut-out area in the upper right-hand side of the disk. (Scotch tape
works pretty well if you don't have a write-protect tab)
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This is the proposal for a pro bono program at Chicago Kent that Students
United for the Public Interest (SUPI) has developed. Briefly, we propose that the
school grant a transcript notation, or a special certificate, to students who have
'worked at least 50 hours for a public interest, non profit, law-related organization
during their second and third years. The school's major contribution to this
program will be the institution of an information bank of public interest groups, so
that students can easily find out what groups are out there, what they do, and
whom to contact.
We believe that this program will offer significant benefits to Kent students,
and to the school. Students will have the benefit of legal experience, and the
possibility of forming contacts that will payoff when they graduate. Students will
also be able to put their social and political convictions to work by volunteering
their time to an organization that furthers goals they favor.
We emphasize that the scope of "public interest" is very broad. It could
encompass traditional public service agencies like the Legal Aid Bureau, special
interest groups like the National Rifle Association, the Sierra Club, or the Midwest
Immigration Rights Center, or a government entity, like the Attorney General's
Office.
We urge you to read this proposal carefully. Then sign the petition that
urges the Dean to implement this program.
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AN INTRODUCTION: WHY HAVE A
PRO BONO PROGRAM?
Every attorney has a professional
responsibility to render service in the public
interest. The Preamble to the Illinois Code of
Professional Responsibility urges lawyers to use
their special knowledge and training to provide
service in the public interest. Public service is also
evidence of a lawyer's good character and fitness to
practice law.
At least 80 % of the legal needs of low
income Americans go unmet because of the lack of
representation for those who are unable to pay.
Similarly, many public interest organizations have
inadequate access to legal services, which
compromises the effectiveness of these
organizations.
Lawyers have a monopoly in the practice
of law, and therefore law schools must educate
future lawyers, not only in substantive and practical
law, but also in their responsibility to the
community. The law school curriculum provides
courses covering every other aspect of the
profession, including professional responsibility.
The curriculum should also instill in students a
commitment to fulfill their professional obligation
to provide pro bono services. A structured pro
bono program will both enhance the educational
experience and redress the imbalance in access to
legal services. Preparing students to fulfill their
pro bono responsibility is an essential element of a
superior legal education. The Law Offices
program currently provides few students with pro
bono opportunities. The Pro Bono Program will
complement the Law Offices by providing an
avenue for students to explore alternatives to
traditional law practice. They will learn many of
the functional aspects of law practice that are not
taught in the classroom. For many students,
fulfillment of the pro bono requirement would be
the first practical legal experience of their careers.
A pro bono program that strongly
encourages students to perform a minimum number
of hours of volunteer service will help provide
basic legal services to individuals and
organizations. In addition, this program will give
students practical legal experience in a professional
environment. Finally, participating students will
gain a lifelong appreciation of their responsibility to
do pro bono work.
The potential impact of this program is
enormous. Hundreds of law students doing pro
bono work will allow public interest attorneys and
organizations to expand their services. If 500
students performed 50 pro bono hours per
semester, the community would receive 50,000
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hours of extra legal work each year. But the real
impact will be the increase in pro bono work done
by graduates who will continue the tradition when
they become lawyers.
Chicago-Kent will also benefit from
instituting a Pro Bono Program. Our school will
be recognized as a leader in increasing pro bono
awareness among law students and in the legal
profession; this will enhance Chicago-Kent's ability
to attract applicants from diverse backgrounds.
WHAT FORM WILL THE PROGRAM
TAKE?
The program will be a structured,
voluntary supplement to the curriculum. Students
who complete a specified number of hours will
receive a certificate or transcript notation
recognizing their contribution. Students need not
work toward completion of the certificate to
participate in the program. Students will not be
paid and will receive no credit hours for
participation in the program.
WHO WILL PARTICIPATE IN THE
PROGRAM?
Students who have completed their first
year of school will be eligible to participate in the
pro bono program. The experience of other law
schools indicates that a majority of students will
take part in a pro bono program.
WHAT WORK WILL QUALIFY?
The pro bono program will allow students
to do law related work for a public interest agency
or organization. Partisan political work will not
qualify. The work should enhance the student's
law school training. Acceptable work would
include legal research, writing, and client contact.
Students with 711 licenses will be able to counsel
and represent clients, where the organization is able
to provide supervision. Strictly administrative or
clerical work in support of the daily operation of
the organization will not qualify.
Ideally, students will work for
organizations that provide legal services to poor
clients. However, to encourage maximum
participation in the program,and to ensure that all
students have the opportunity to do the type of
work that interests them, the definition of qualified
legal work will not be limited to legal services to
the poor.
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In general, work of a legal nature for any non-
profit, publicly-focussed organization, which is not
a partisan political effort on behalf of a candidate
or group of candidates, will qualify. Work for
individual attorneys engaged in pro bono projects
will also qualify. The organization or project must
provide the student with guidance and ensure that
the student's contribution is meaningful.
Industry trade groups and organizations
established solely to further the interests of a
profession will not qualify. An exception to this
rule would be a special public interest legal project
of a professional association. For example, the
American Library Association's ongoing project
dealing with censorship issues would qualify.
Students who wish to work on independent
projects that are compatible with the public interest
focus of this program may submit the proposed
project for approval. Independent projects will
require faculty supervision for approval. An
existing public interest organization may also
supervise a student's independent project.
See Appendix A for a list of many
organizations in the Chicago area which qualify as
public interest oriented, some of which have
already indicated an interest in using student
volunteers.
HOW MANY HOURS WOULD BE
NEEDED TO COMPLETE THE
CERTIFICATE REQUIREMENT ?
Based on the recommendations of the ABA
regarding the amount of time lawyers should devote
to pro bono work, 50 hours of work over the last
two years of law school is appropriate to earn a
certificate or transcript notation. This requirement
could be fulfilled in one semester, during the
summer, or over a longer period of time. Students
could fulfill the requirement in ten weeks by
working only five hours per week - a meaningful
contribution to a public interest organization.
There are many organizations which have
indicated that they have legal work, such as legal
research and writing, which the students can do
without having to go to the organizations' offices to
complete the work. This would allow night
students to participate in the program.
PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION
1. Administrator and Advisory Committee
The Administrator will coordinate the
public interest program at Chicago-Kent. The
Administrator's responsibilities will include
maintaining a list of public interest agencies and
organizations interested in placing Chicago-Kent
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volunteers; the names and phone numbers of
contact persons at each of these organizations; and
the number of students each organization has
requested.
The Program administrator could be a position
within the placement office. However, the
administrator would not be responsible for placing
students with organizations. Instead, students will
use the pro bono materials in the same way that
they now use the direct contact materials provided
by the placement office.
Additionally an Advisory Committee,
consisting of faculty and students, would be able to
provide periodic evaluation of the program as well
as review requests for special projects that are
submitted by students.
2. Verification
The Administrator will verify students'
completion of the requirements for a certificate or
transcript notation. The Administrator will also
maintain a record of those who have participated in
and completed the pro bono program.
Students will have the primary
responsibility of keeping track of the hours worked
to fulfill the requirement. Participating public
interest organizations will be notified that they must
verify the records of the students. The program
administrator will provide forms on which the
organization can make this verification report at the
end of each semester.
A student will be considered to have met the
pro bono certificate requirement only after the form
is completed and returned by the organization.
Unverified hours will not count toward the
certificate requirement. Forms similar to those
already in use in the externship program could be
used to keep a record of a student's work.
3. Costs
The main costs of the program will be the
salary of an administrator and the cost of office
space. The only other expected costs are the costs
of printing and updating organization lists,
duplicating verification forms, postage and phone
calls.
4. Grants
Various organizations provide grant money
for projects related to legal education and pro bono
work. The pro bono program would be eligible for
funds from these organizations. A grant would
defray the major costs involved in running the
program. Many schools have been able to receive
grants from state IOLTA funds to pay for their pro
bono programs. The CBA and other bar
associations may be possible sources for funding,
as well as private foundations, such as the
McArthur Foundation.
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CONCLUSION
The legal needs of a majority of the people
in this community are not being met. While the
law school community cannot solve the entire
problem, it can be a major part of the solution.
Chicago-Kent can be a leader instead of a follower.
This is the time to act. Additionally, this program
will expand the school's offerings to students
without burdening faculty resources. A pro bono
program will be a tremendous addition to the legal
education of the students, a service to the
community, and will generally improve the
reputation of Chicago-Kent. Those of us in the
legal community have a special knowledge and




FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF
LAW
Students must complete a total of 20 hours
of pro bono work in their second and third
years. FSU defines pro bono as
uncompensated legal work on behalf of
indigent individuals, members of a
disadvantaged minority, or victims of
discrimination. Work for government
agencies other agencies other than
prosecutors or public defenders is included
in this definition.
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAll W.S.
RICHARDSON SCHOOL OF LAW
Starting with the class of 1995, students
will be required to perform 60 hours of
law-related public service work before
graduation. The work must be unpaid and
not for academic credit.
UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE SCHOOL OF
LAW
Students are required to perform 30 hours
of professional public service after they
have earned two-thirds of the credit
required for graduation. As defined by the
law school, public service includes poverty
law, civil rights law, public rights law,
charitable organization representation, and
the administration of justice.
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA LAW
SCHOOL
In there second and third years, students
must perform a total of 70 hours of public
service, defined as unpaid, non-elerical,
law-related work for non-profit
organizations- public interest law firms,
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legal aid offices, pro bono projects, or
government agencies.
UNIVERSITY OF RICHMOND T.C.
WILLIAMS SCHOOL OF LAW
Students must perform at least 20 hours of
law-related pro bono work that is
consistent with the spirit of the definition
of pro bono provided in the ABA Model
Rules of Professional Conduct. The work
must be completed in one semester.
STETSON UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF LAW
Students entering the law school after
January 1992 must perform 10 hours of
public service in their second and third
years. The work need not be law-related,
but the supervising organization and the
proposed project or activity must be
approved by the law school. In addition,
all full-time faculty members must fulfill a
10-hour annual public service requirement.
TOURO COLLEGE JACOB D. FUCHSBERG
LAW CENTER
Touro students may satisfy a public service
graduation requirement in one of three
ways. They may participate in a
qualifying clinic, complete a qualifying
academic course, or perform 20 hours of
pro bono work. Pro bono is defined as
addressing, directly or indirectly, the legal
needs of the poor or the traditionally under
represented.
TULANE LAW SCHOOL
During their second and third years,
students must perform 20 hours of pro
bono work, which must be substantially
rela:ted to the provision of legal service to
the poor.
VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY SCHOOL LAW
Students must perform 20 hours of pro
bono work after completing their second
year. Pro bono is defmed as the provision
of legal assistance to indigent clients.
OTHER TYPES OF PUBLIC SERVICE
REQUIREMENTS
CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK LAW
SCHOOL AT QUEENS COLLEGE
With required courses such as Law and
Family Relations and Responsibility for
Injurious Conduct (replacing Torts),
CUNY's curriculum is designed to produce
lawyers concerned with their
responsibilities to society and to the public
interest. In their third year, students have
the choice to focus on either intensive
clinical work or such concentrations as
_ I
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Equality and Inequality and the Role of
Lawyers; Housing and Urban
Development; or Environmental Law.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF LAW
In their second and third years, students
must complete 15 hours of clinical work at
one of the school's five clinics:
Housing/Consumer; HIV-AlDS; Public
Entitlement; Legislation; or Government
Accountability. As with CUNY Law
School, the curriculum of DC School of
Law is designed to provide all students
with a solid foundation in public interest
law.
LOYOLA-NEW ORLEANS SCHOOL OF LAW
Loyola students are required to.take a two
credit-hour poverty law course in their
third year. As part of the course, students
visit local agencies and programs that
serve the disadvantaged of New Orleans,
and write short reflections on these visits.
The Loyola campus is the site of the Gillis
Long Poverty Center, which provides
support for the school's community service
and training components.
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND SCHOOL OF
LAW
University of Maryland's Legal Theory
and Practice program integrates
professional responsibility into traditional
law school course work and involves
students in at least one semester of low-
income clinical work. All V.M. law
students must participate in the LTP
program.
UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
All third-year students are required to
complete four credit hours of clinical work
in one of the schools clinics. Clinics
include the Montana Defender Project,
which provides legal assistance to
prisoners.
UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO SCHOOL
OF LAW
To graduate, students must complete two
semesters (three credit hours each) of work
with clients of the school's Legal
Assistance Clinic, which serves low-
income families and individuals.
VERMONT LAW SCHOOL
Students must satisfy a "skills
requirement" by participating in either a
clinic-simulation course, an off-eampus
intemship/extemship, or the school's on-
campus clinic, which specializes in
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FINAL EXAM ROOM ASSIGNM.ENTS SPRING. 1992
computer room assignments are on another notice.
TUESDAY, MAY 12,1992
9:00 a.m. Contracts: Abbott: C20, C40
COIT~: 270, C25, 170
McAdams: 210, 285
Evidence, corre: C35
1:30, p.m. Criminal Procedure, Rudstein: C20, C40
International Human Rights, Brown: 270
Remedies, Ehrenberg: C50, 170
6:00 p.m. Admiralty, Heindl: 170
Property, Bosselman: C20, C40
Savings & Loans, Sharfman: 370
State & Local Government Law, Odelson: 270
WEDNESDAY, MAY 13,1992
9:00 a.m. Labor Law, Malin: C20
1:30 p.m. International Securities, Hablutzel: 170
6:00 p.m. Advanced Partnership Taxation, Levun: 280
Contracts, Warner: C25, 170, 285
Corporations: Conviser: 210, 270
Grinker: C20, C40
THURSDAY, MAY 14,1992
9:00 a.m. Products Uability, Mintz: 270
1:30 p.m. Professional Responsibility, Gross: C20, C40
6:00 p.m. Estate Planning, Rosenberg/Cohen: 270
Hospital Law, Tomes: C20, C25
Juvenile Law, Hablutzel: C40
FRIDAY, MAY 15,1992
9:00 a.m. Advanced Property, Belkin/Goodman: C50
6:00 p.m. Accounting for Lawyers, Budyak: 170
Bankruptcy Utigation, Coar: 285
S Corporations, Pluth: 280
Tax Procedure, Borders: 270
Workers' Compensation: C20, C40
SATURDAY, MAY 16,1992
9:00 a.m. Civil Procedure 1: Fenton: 170, 270, 370
Laser: 210, 285
Stewart: C20, C40
Sports Law, Faigin: C25, C35
1:30 p.m. Administrative Law, Smith: 285
Constitutional Law 2, Nahmod: C20, C40
Gift & Estate Tax, Allison: 270
Intellectual Property 1: Patents, Port: 170
(over)
MONDAY, MAY 18, 19~~
9:00 a.m. Pensions i~ Profit Sharing, Sherman: 270
6:00 p.m. Criminal Law, Barnett: 270,280,285
Commercial Law 2, Spak: C20, C40, C50, 165,210
Corporate Tax, Schewe: 170
Employee Benefits, Siske: C35
Utigation, McNamara: C25
TUESDAY, MAY 19, 1992
9:00 a.m. Comparative Law, Motala: 170
Law & Economics, McAdams: 270
6:00 p.m. Bankruptcy, Mason: C40
Intellectual Property 2: Copyrights, Staudt: 270
Employment Relationship, Malin: C20
Family Law, Dolan: 170,285
WEDNESDAY, MAY 20,1992
9:00 a.m. Administrative Law, Heindl: 270, 285
1:30 p.m. Property: Deutsch: 210, 285
Nance: C20, C40
Tarloc~ C25, 170,270
6:00 p.m. International Business Transactions, Gerber: 170,270
Consolidated Returns, Golub: C40
Estate Planning, Opferman: C20
THURSDAY, MAY 21,1991
9:00 a.m. Constitutional Law 2: Eglit: C20
Harris: C25, C40
1:30 p.m. Bankruptcy, McJohn: C20, C40
6:00 p.m. Forensic Sciences, Kling: C20, C40
Insurance, Marick: 270
International Financial Markets, Hunt: 170
Soviet Law, Lien: 285
Tax Procedure, G. Brown: C35
FRIDAY, MAY 22,1992
9:00 a.m. Intellectual Property 3, Werth: C20
Constitutional Law 3, Nahmod: C40
6:00 p.m. Advanced Criminal Procedure, Thomas: 270
Antitrust, Hannay: C35
Civil Procedure 2, Lien: C20, C40
Corporate Tax, G. Brown: 170
Labor Law 2, Cohen: 285
Tax Accounting, Palmer: C25
SATURDAY, MAY 23,1992
9:00 a.m. Antitrust, Conviser: 285, 370
Torts: Bernstein: C25, C35, 170,345
Heyman: C20, C40
Wright: 210, 270
1:30 p.m. Corporations, Cohen: 170
Torts, Brill: C20, C40
LEGAL WRITING QUESTIONNAIRE
Approximately every five years the faculty reviews the major programs of the law school. As part of
the current review of the legal writing program, an ad hoc faculty-student committee is gathering
information on student evaluations of the first year program. This questionnaire is designed to help us
in that process. The committee would be grateful if you would give us your assessment of this program
by filling out this short questionnaire and returning it to the Registrar's Office (rm. 220). The
questionnaire asks some yes or no questions, some rank order, with one the highest, and also asks you











1. Year: First__ Second__ Third__
Day_ Evening _
2. What were the strengths of the first year legal writing program?
(a) Understanding legal method __ (b) Research skills_
(c) Development of legal arguments _ (d) Writing improvement_
Please Comment: _
3. What were the weaknesses?





























5. Specifically did it provide the fundamentals of legal method to complement the approaches of the
other first year courses?
Strong Yes
1 2 3 4
Strong No
5
6. In retrospect, was the time spent on legal writing proportional to the benefits?
Strong Yes
1 2 3 4
Strong No
5
7. Did each assignment build on the previous one and require you to master new analytical skills?
Strong Yes
1 2 3 4
Strong No
5
8. Do you think that there is any part of the first year program that should be eliminated, condensed,
or expanded? Please explain: _
9. Are there other comments about the course that you would like to share with the committee?__
